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Conflicts of Interest 

Per TRACS definition, a conflict of interest includes, but is not limited to, having served for 
compensation during the past three years as a consultant for an institution under 
consideration, being a stockholder or board member of the institution, or any other association 
or activity, including the appearance of a conflict of interest, that an impartial person might 
reasonably conclude would compromise a person’s capacity for objectively dealing with an 
issue concerning a particular institution.    
It is a conflict of interest for a member of the Accreditation Commission to have served as a 
member of an Evaluation Team, Focus Team or as an Interim Fifth-Year Peer Reviewer for an 
institution under consideration if the review was within five years of the meeting where the 
institution will be considered.  
A member of the Accreditation Commission or one of its committees with a conflict of interest 
related to any institution or action being considered must decline an assignment as a reader, 
declare the conflict, and recuse himself / herself from the discussion, deliberation, and decision 
making regarding that institution or action under consideration.  
If it is discovered after an Accreditation Commission action that a situation involving a conflict 
of interest has significantly affected a Commission action, the Chair of the Accreditation 
Commission may place the action on the Accreditation Commission agenda for reconsideration. 
A member of the Accreditation Commission may be removed from the Accreditation 
Commission by vote of that body if he or she knowingly violates these guidelines.  
Accreditation Commission members may not solicit or accept employment, including 
compensated consulting, from any institution which has been considered by the Accreditation 
Commission for any action for one year following the action. 
When an Accreditation Commission member is employed by, an appointee of, or a consultant 
to a member institution which is in any way involved in litigation with TRACS or the 
Accreditation Commission or both, it shall be a conflict of interest for that member to attend 
any meeting of the Accreditation Commission or the committees of the Accreditation 
Commission until the litigation is concluded, including all appeals. 

I acknowledge that I understand what constitutes a Conflict of Interest and verify a 
commitment to abide by the TRACS Conflict of Interest Policy (BP113) in my service on the 
Accreditation Commission for the upcoming Commission meeting. 


